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1. (CESESP) Mude para passiva: We’ll have to examine you again.

a) We’ll have to be examined by you again.

b) You’ll examine to have to.

c) To have been examined we’ll have to.

d) You’ll have been examined again.

e) You’ll have to be examined again.

2. (OSEC-SP) Escolha a alternativa correta que indica a voz passiva desta frase:

You must write the answers on one side of the paper only.

a) Only on one side of the paper must be written the answers.

b) The answers are written on one side of the paper only.

c) You must be written on one side of the paper only.

d) The answers must be written on one side of the paper only.

e) One side of the paper must be written by you.

3. ( FEI-SP) This discovery was made by various people.

The active voice of the sentence above is:

a) Various people have made this discovery.

b) Various people made this discovery.

c) Various people had made this discovery.

d) Various people are making this discovery.

e) Various people make this discovery.

4. (IME) The passive voice of “Thousands of people welcomed the President at the airport” is:

a) The President was welcomed by thousands of people at the airport.

b) The President at the airport welcomed thousands of people.

c) The President is welcome at the airport by thousands of people.

d) At the airport the President be welcome by thousands of people.

e) The President was welcome at the airport by thousands of people.
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5. (FMU-SP) Indique a forma passiva de: “People found out all the truth.”

a) All the truth were found out by people.

b) All the truth was found out.

c) All the truth had been found out.

d) All the truth had been found out by the people.

e) All the truth has been found out.

6. (FMU/FIAM-SP) Choose the correct passive form for “My mother was telling me off”.

a) My mother was being told me off.

b) It was told me off by my mother.

c) I was being told off by my mother.

d) My mother has been telling me off.

e) I was told me off by my mother.

7. (FATEC-SP) After specifying the exact work _______ done in the turbines, the engineers began the final

phase of the project.

a) had

b) has

c) have

d) to be

8. (ITA) He _______ to bed as soon as he got to the hospital, wasn’t he?

a) put

b) was putting

c) will put

d) was put

e) puts

9. (UNIP) Choose the right alternative to complete the passive voice form in “All those songs ________ by

Lennon and McCartney”.

a) are composing

b) were composing

c) was composed

d) were composed

e) have been composing




